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Abstract 
Given a biconnected planar graph G and a pair of vertices s and t, the two disjoint problem 
asks to find a pair of internally disjoint paths from s to t. We present a simple and efficient 
parallel algorithm for the same. Our algorithm uses the notion of bridges in a novel way and 
this results in a more elegant and simple algorithm than the existing one. The all-bidirectional- 
edges (ABE) problem is to find an edge labeling such that an edge (u, u) in E is labeled (u, u) or 
(v, u) or both depending on the existence of a simple path from s to t that visits the vertices in 
the order u,u or v,u or both, respectively. We present an optimal parallel algorithm for the 
same. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (V, E) be a finite undirected graph. Let 1 I/( = n and 1 El = m. The two-path 
problem (TPP) is defined as follows. Given two pairs of vertices s, t and U, u in V, find 
two paths, one from s to t to another from u to u such that, the paths are vertex disjoint 
(here after we simply call vertex disjoint as disjoint). We assume, without loss of 
generality that, neither s, t nor u, u are adjacent. This problem has obvious applica- 
tions in certain routing situations and has been studied well from point of view of 
sequential computation [lS, 22,21, 171. The current best sequential algorithm for 
TPP on arbitrary undirected graphs runs in O(nm) time [22,21]. However, TPP on 
directed graphs is shown to be NP-complete in [3]. A more general problem of 
deciding whether there exist k pairwise disjoint paths between si and ti for k given pairs 
ofvertices {sl, tl},..., {si, ti} is known to be NP-complete when k is a variable [8] and 
it remains NP-complete even if G is constrained to be planar [14]. However, if k is 
fixed the problem is more tractable. In [9] an O(n’m) algorithm is given for this 
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problem. However, no practical algorithm is known even for the case when k = 3. 
The complexity of the algorithm in [9] involves ludicrously large constants. Let s, t 
be any two distinguished vertices in G. The all-bidirectional-edges (ABE) problem 
is to find an edge labeling such that an edge (u, u) in E is labeled (u, V) or (u, u) or 
both depending on the existence of a (simple) path from s to t that visits the 
vertices in the order u, u or v, u or both, respectively. In [16] an O(mn) algorithm is 
given for this problem by partitioning the graph into sets of paths and bridges and 
analyzing them. This problem arises in the context of simulation of MOS transistor 
network [16]. 
The parallel random-access machine (PRAM) has emerged in the recent past as 
a successful model for the design and analysis of parallel algorithms, the main 
advantage being the ability to express parallelism without communication concerns 
[12,7]. An optimal parallel algorithm is a parallel algorithm for which the work 
(parallel time multiplied by the number of processors used) performed by that 
algorithm in the worst-case is within a constant factor of the time complexity of the 
best-known sequential algorithm or the optimal sequential algorithm. Since the 
definition of an optimal parallel algorithm does not capture the speed of an algorithm, 
an additional goal is frequently stipulated: minimize the running time while not 
violating the condition of optimality. Typically, a running time which is a poly- 
logarithm function of the length of the input is considered good. Now, the challenge is 
to invent techniques that will help realize these goaIs. 
In this paper, we give parallel algorithms for TPP on planar graphs. TPP for 
a general graph is generally solved first by dividing the graph into triconnected 
components and solving TPP on suitable triconnected components and combining 
the solutions to obtain the required paths in the input graph. In [4] an almost optimal 
parallel algorithm is given for dividing the graph into triconnected components on 
a CRCW PRAM. This algorithm is long and complicated and the two problems that 
preclude this algorithm from achieving optimality are the integer sorting and finding 
spanning tree. However, when restricted to planar graphs the spanning tree can be 
found optimally [6] while the parallel integer sorting is still suboptimal though can be 
done in O(log n) time (see [S] for details). In [lo], TPP was solved on a planar graph 
on CRCW PRAM as follows. Divide the graph into triconnected components using 
the algorithm given in [4] and solve TPP on suitable triconnected components. Now, 
the problem is reduced to that of solving TPP on a triconnected planar graph. In 
a 3-connected planar graph, three vertex disjoint paths from s to t and three vertex 
disjoint paths from u to u are constructed. Then, complicated operations are per- 
formed on these paths and the two disjoint paths are obtained whenever they exist. 
The algorithm runs in O(log n) time using n cc (n, n)/log n processors. Thus, the spirit 
of their algorithm is similar to that of [22]. In this paper, we give an O(logn) time 
algorithm on CRCW PRAM for TPP on planar graphs without dividing the graph 
into triconnected components. The only algorithm the precludes our algorithm from 
achieving optimality is suboptimal parallel integer sorting (see [5] for details). The 
algorithm exploits many structural properties of bridges of planar graphs and our 
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approach gives a new insight into application of bridges for the planar graphs. Thus, 
the algorithm is not similar to that of [lo]. The algorithm is elegant and simple and 
can be easily implemented. A new sequential algorithm for TPP on planar graphs can 
be easily derived from this algorithm. 
In [ 191 a linear algorithm is given for ABE problem on planar graphs. The spirit of 
their algorithm is same as that of the algorithm given in [16], but exploits some 
structural properties of bridges of planar graphs to reduce the complexity. As a by- 
product of parallel computation on planar graphs using bridges, we could solve some 
key subproblems employed in the algorithm for ABE problem for planar graph 
presented in [19]. Thus, we present an O(log n) time O(n/log n) processor algorithm 
on CRCW PRAM for ABE problem. 
2. Basic definitions 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. For all graph theoretic terms not explicitly defined in 
this paper see [2]. We denote the subgraph induced by v’ c V, by G’ = (I”). 
Definition 2.1. A graph G is said to be planar if there exists some geometric representa- 
tion of G which can be drawn on a plane such that edges intersect only at their end 
vertices. Such a drawing is called planar embedding of G. A planar embedding 
partitions the plane into a number of connected regions; the closures of these regions 
are called the faces of the embedding. 
If P is a path between any two vertices a, b then, the whole path will be denoted by 
P[a, b]. If c, d are any two vertices on P then P[c, d] denotes the subpath of P from 
c to d including both c and d; P[c, d [ denotes the subpath including c but excluding 
d and P]c, d[ denotes the subpath excluding both c and d. Also by P[c, d] we mean 
the subpath from c to d along P (in P[d, c] edges are traversed in the opposite 
direction as compared to P[c, d]). If P and P’ are paths, respectively, from a to b and 
b to c and if P and P’ are vertex disjoint except for b then the concatenation of P and P’ 
is denoted by P[a, b] * P’[b, c]. 
Definition 2.2. A connected graph is said to have a separation vertex o (also called an 
articulation point or cut vertex) if there exist vertices a and b, a # u and b # u, such 
that all the paths from a to b pass through U. A graph which has a separation vertex is 
called separable and one which has none is called nonseparable (also called biconnec- 
ted). Let v’ c V. The induced graph G’ = (I”) is called a nonseparable component 
(also called biconnected component) if G’ is nonseparable and if for every larger 
I”’ 2 V, the induced graph G” = ( V”) is separable. 
Definition 2.3. Given a connected graph G, its bc-tree, denoted by T(G), is defined as 
follows. T(G) is a bipartite graph with bipartition (B, S) where, there is a l-l 
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mapping f of the biconnected components of G onto the vertices of B and a l-l 
mapping g of the separation vertices of G onto the vertices of S. A vertexf(C) of B is 
adjacent o a vertex g(x) of S iff the biconnected component C contains the separation 
vertex x. Vertices of B are referred to as b-vertices and those of S as c-vertices. In 7’(G) 
any path contains B and S vertices alternatively. 
Let s and t be any two distinguished vertices of G, and let C, and C, be the 
biconnected components containing s and t, respectively. Let P =f(C,), g(al), 
f(W, g(uA . . . ..f(C.-I). g(uk-l),f(Ck), where CI( = CA, CZ, . . ..C.( = C,) are the 
biconnected components of G and a,, u2, . . . , ak_ 1 are the separation vertices of 
G such that ui separates ci and ci+ 1 for all i, 1 < i < k - 1. Then, P is called a chain 
graph. 
Definition 2.4. A connected graph is said to have a separation pair u, v, if there exist 
a pair of vertices a and b, a $ {u, v} and b $ { U, v , such that all the paths from a to } 
b pass through either u or v. A graph which has no separation pair is called 
a triconnected graph. A triconnected component is similarly defined. 
Definition 2.5. Let G1 be a subgraph of G. A vertex of attachment of G1 in G is a vertex 
of Gr that is incident in G with some edge not belonging to Gr . 
Definition 2.6 (Tutte [24]). Let J be a subgraph of G. Let G’ be the graph derived from 
G by deleting the vertices of J and all their incident edges. Let C be any connected 
component of G’. Let B be the subgraph obtained from C by adjoining to it the edges 
of J that are incident on C. The subgraph B is called a proper bridge. The component 
C of G is called the nucleus of B. 
The set of vertices of attachment of a bridge B of a subgraph J in G is denoted by 
WG, B) = (u0, 01, ..*,Vk-l }. w(G, B) stands for ) W(G, B)J. If w(G, B) = k then B is 
said to be a k-bridge. 
Definition 2.7. Let G and J be as in Definition 2.6. An edge e = (u, v) of G not 
belonging to J but having both of its ends in J is called a degenerate bridge. 
Remark. In the rest of the paper, we will assume that the subgraph J of G is either 
a cycle or a path in G. In Fig. 1, we give an example of bridges of a cycle J passing 
through s and t. In this example, B1 and B2 are proper bridges and B8 is a degenerate 
bridge. 
Definition 2.8. Let the set of vertices of attachment of a bridge B of a cycle J in G be 
W(G, B) = (vo, vl, ...,vk_l} and let ug, q, . . ..vk_r be their enumeration in their 
cyclic order on J. The vertices of attachment dissect J into k paths LO, L1, . . , , Lk_ 1, 
where Lj = J[vj, Vj+l(modkj]. These paths are called residual paths. 
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x = SP(B3) 
y = b(k) 
B,,& are P-bridges 
B&,8, are Q-bridges 
B3 is a PQ-bridge 
Bs is an St-bridge 
B1 and Bz interlace 
Bd and Bs interlace 
& and ET do not interlace 
Fig. 1. A cycle and its bridges 
Definition 2.9. Let B and B’ be two distinct bridges of a cycle J of G. We say that 
B avoids B’ iff one of the two following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) w(G, B) = 1 or w(G, B’) = 1. 
(2) All the vertices of attachment of B are contained in a single residual path L of B’. 
If B and B’ do not avoid one another we say that they overlap. 
If there are two vertices of attachment a and b of B and two vertices of attachment 
c and d of B’, all four distinct, such that a and b separate cand d in J, then we say that 
the two bridges interlace. 
Notice that, if B and B’ are bridges where W(B, G) = W(B’, G) and W(B, G) = 3, 
then B and B’ interlace but they do not overlap. 
If the two bridges have exactly the same vertices of attachment we say they are 
equivalent. These definitions extend verbatim if the subgraph J is a path. 
Remark. In Fig. 1, bridges B1 and B2 interlace and bridges B4 and B5 interlace. The 
bridge B, avoids B3. Also notice that the bridge B, avoids every bridge. 
Definition 2.10. In the rest of the paper we follow the following notations. Let G be an 
undirected biconnected graph with two distinguished vertices s and t with two 
internally disjoint paths P[s, t] and Q[s, t]. Now consider the cycle C = P u Q 
formed by P and Q. P and Q are called the complementary paths of C. The bridges of 
C are classified as follows. 
P-bridge: A bridge with at least one vertex of attachment in P]s, t[ and none in Q is 
called as P-bridge. 
Q-bridge: A bridge with at least one vertex of attachment in Q]s, t[ and none in P is 
called as Q-bridge. 
PQ-bridge: A bridge with at least one vertex of attachment in P]s, t[ and at least 
one vertex of attachment in Q]s, t[ is called PQ-bridge. 
s-t-bridge: A bridge with s and t as only vertices of attachment is called an 
s-t-bridge. 
Definition 2.11. A cycle C in G (passing through two vertices s and t) in which every 
P or Q-bridge avoids every PQ-bridge is called an s-t-ambitus. 
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Remark. In Fig. 1, Bi, and B2 and P-bridges. B4, B5 and B, are Q-bridges and B6 is 
an s-t-bridge. B3 and B8 are PQ-bridges. 
Definition 2.12. Let B be any bridge of C. Let a and b be any two vertices of 
attachment of B. A cross-cut from a to b through B is a path from a to b such that none 
of its internal vertices belong to C and all of its edges are in B. Such a cross-cut is 
denoted by CC[a, b]. The vertices a, b are called end vertices of cross-cut. A P cross- 
cut is one whose both end vertices are in P. Q and PQ cross-cuts are similarly defined. 
To emphasize the fact that a cross-cut is either P or Q or PQ-cross-cut we may add 
subscripts P or Q or PQ. Interlacing, avoiding, and overlapping cross-cuts can be 
similarly defined. 
Definition 2.13. For any bridge B of C, +(B) denotes the vertex of attachment of B in 
P which is nearest along P to s and tp(B) denotes the vertex of attachment of B in 
P which is nearest along P to t if such vertices exist. Similarly q,(B) and tp(B) are 
defined whenever they exist. sp(B) (s&B)) is called left-end vertex and tp(B)(ta(B)) is 
called right-end vertex of B. 
Definition 2.14. A vertex a on P is said to be under a bridge B if it is in P[q(B), tp(B)]. 
It is said to be properly under a bridge B if it is in P]+(B), tp(B)[. Similar definitions 
can be given for vertices being under or strictly under a cross-cut. 
Definition 2.15. A vertex a in P is said to be to the left of another vertex b in P if a is in 
PCs, b] and is strictly to the left of b if a is in PCs, b[. The notion of right and strictly to 
the right can be defined analogously. Similar definitions can be given for the vertices 
in Q. 
Definition 2.16. In G, let S be a nonempty set of bridges of the cycle C. A block B of 
S is a nonempty subset of S, such that, 
(1) every bridge of S that overlaps with a bridge of B is also in B, and 
(2) no nonempty proper subset of B satisfies condition (1). 
Note that the set of blocks as defined above induces a partition on S. By a block of& 
we mean a block ofbridges in S where S is the set of all bridges of C in G. If all bridges 
of a block are either P-bridge, Q-bridge or PQ-bridge then they are referred to as 
block of P, Q or PQ bridges, respectively. 
Definition 2.17. Let a and b be two vertices on P(Q) and a is strictly to the left of b. Let 
there be two vertices c, d in Q(P) and c is strictly to the left of d. If there is a cross-cut 
between a and d, through a bridge B, disjoint from a cross-cut between b and c, 
through a bridge B’ then, a and b are said to cross-over. The cross-cut between a and 
d is said to use B and the one between b and c is said to use B’. 
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3. Algorithmic details 
Now, we give some reductions which reduce the TPP and ABE problems on an 
arbitrary planar graph G = (V, E) to those on a biconnected planar graph. In the rest 
of the paper we assume, without loss of generality, that the graph is connected unless 
otherwise specified. Let 1 VI = n and (El = m. 
Lemma 1. ABE problem on an arbitrary planar graph G is reducible to that on 
a biconnected planar graph in O(logn) time using O(n/logn) processors. 
Proof. Let (C, = )C,, Cz, . . . . C,( = C,) be the biconnected components correspond- 
ing to b-vertices in the chain graph of G containing s and t. Notice that edges in other 
biconnected components are not contained in any path between s and t. Hence, all the 
other biconnected components can be removed from G. Further, the ABE problem 
can be solved on each of the biconnected components independently. All biconnected 
components of a planar graph can be found optimally in O(log n) time on a CRCW 
PRAM [6]. A path from s to t can be found by the algorithm of [13] within the same 
processor time bounds. Cl 
Lemma 2. TPP on an arbitrary graph is reducible to that on a biconnected graph in 
O(log n) time and O(n/log n) processors. 
Proof. Let (C, = )C,, Cz, . . . , C,( = C,) be the biconnected components correspond- 
ing to the b-vertices of the chain graph containing s and t. If u or u does not lie in any 
of these biconnected components, TPP is trivially solved and if they lie in two different 
components of the chain then, the two paths does not exist. Hence, without loss of 
generality, we assume that, one of u, u lie in one of these biconnected components or 
both u, u lie in a single biconnected component. Let u be the vertex lying in a biconnec- 
ted component say, Ci. If u is in Ci then, solving TPP between s, t and u, u is equivalent 
to that of solving the same between the pairs of vertices u, u and Vi_ 1, ui else is between 
Vi_ 1, Vi and U, w where Vi, is the cut vertex between the components Ci_ 1 and Ci (Vi- 1 
is similarly defined) and w is the first cut vertex in the other disjoint path between 
u and u. Since biconnected components and a path from s to t can be found optimally 
in O(log n) time [6,13], the overall reduction can be done within same processor-time 
bounds. Cl 
Hence, in the rest of the paper we assume G to be biconnected and planar and we 
use only CRCW PRAM unless otherwise specified. 
3.1. Some preliminary results 
We need to find bridges of a cycle in G for all our algorithms and therefore we 
outline how to compute bridges in O(log n) time using only O(n/log n) processors. 
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Step 1: Find two disjoint paths, P and Q between s and t and form the cycle 
C=PuQ. 
Step 2: Delete C from G and find connected components. 
Step 3: Label the bridges as P, Q or PQ, depending on whether their vertices of 
attachment are in, respectively, P, Q or both. 
Step 4: END. 
The two complementary paths can be found optimally in O(log n) time on CRCW 
PRAM by the algorithm of [13]. The two steps above can be trivially implemented 
within the same processor-time bounds using [6] and standard techniques. 
Definition 3.1. Let s and t be two vertices in a biconnected graph G. Let P and Q be 
two internally disjoint paths from s to t. Then the cycle C = P u Q is an s-t-ambitus if 
no P or Q bridge interlaces with a PQ-bridge. 
The ambitus of a planar biconnected graph can be found in O(logn) time using 
O(n/log n) processors on EREW PRAM [l 11. As will be seen shortly, ambitus plays 
a pivotal role in the solutions of disjoint path problem and ABE problem. 
3.2. Algorithmic details of TPP 
Hereafter, we assume that the cycle C is an s-t-ambitus and P and Q as two 
complementary paths from s to t. In the discussion to follow we denote the two 
disjoint paths, one from s to t and another from u to 0, respectively, by D[s, t] and 
D[u, o] and set a Boolean flag, TPP to TRUE iff both D[s, t] and D[u, u] exist. Also, 
in the discussion to follow, as a degenerate case, we assume that, if u, v lie in P(Q), they 
are considered to lie in P(Q)-bridge unless otherwise specified. In fact, we show later 
that, both cases are equivalent. Now we make the following observation regarding 
s-t-bridges. 
Observation 1. rf there is at least one s-t-bridge in G then, TPP is TRUE ifs 
(1) both u and v are in (same or different) P, Q or PQ bridges, or 
(2) both u and v are in the same s-t-bridge, or 
(3) u is in a P-bridge and v is in a Q-bridge (or vice versa) and there is at least one 
PQ-bridge, or 
(4) u is in a P(Q)-bridge and v is in a PQ-bridge (or vice versa). 
Proof. If any of the above conditions is satisfied then, take D[s, t] as a path through 
an s-t-bridge and use the remaining graph for finding D[u, u]. For “only if” part, 
observe the only possibility is that u is in an s-t-bridge and v is in P or Q or PQ or in 
another s-t-bridge or in paths P or Q (or vice versa). Since (s, t} forms a separation 
pair for u and u in all these cases, TPP is FALSE. 0 
These conditions can be easily checked and paths can be found in O(logn) time 
using O(n/logn) processors [13]. Henceforth, without loss of generality, we assume 
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that no s-t-bridges are present. Following are possible cases depending on the 
position of u. Notice there is a symmetric case if we replace u by u. The case 
corresponding to u will not be discussed here. 
Case 1: u is in the nucleus of a PQ-bridge. 
(la) u is in the nucleus of a PQ-bridge, either same or different. 
In this case TPP is TRUE. Take P as the path D[s, t] and use a subpath of Q for 
D[u, u] if necessary. 
(lb) u is in nucleus of a P(Q)-bridge either same or different. 
In this case TPP is TRUE. Take Q(P) as D [s, t] and use a subpath of P(Q) for D [u, u] 
if necessary. 
Case 2: u is in the nucleus of a P-bridge. 
(2a) u is in the nucleus of a P-bridge, either same or different. 
In this case TPP is TRUE. Take Q as D[s, t] and use subpath of P for D[u, u] if 
necessary. 
(2b) u is the nucleus of a Q-bridge. 
This is the only nontrivial case and rest of the section is devoted to this case. 
Lemma 3. Let u be in a P-bridge A and u in a Q-bridge B. There are two disjoint paths 
D[s, t] and D[u, u] if there is at least one path P’ with one of its end vertices in 
{sp(A), tp(A)} and the other in {s&B), ta(B)} such that P is disjoint with D[s, t]. 
Proof. The ifpart is easy to show by explicitly constructing the paths. So, we proceed 
to show the only ypart. Notice that by definition there is exactly one P(Q)-bridge in 
any block of P(Q)-bridges in s-t-ambitus. Since every PQ-bridge avoids every P(Q)- 
bridge, either sp or tp is in D [u, u] depending on whether, path D [u, u] comes out of sp 
or tp. By similar argument, we can show that either sQ or tQ is also present in D[u, u]. 
Hence, if D [u, II] is disjoint from D [s, t] then, there is at least one path with one of its 
end vertices in {sp(A), tp(A)} and another in (SO(B), tQ(B)}. 0 
Corollary 1. If either D[s, t] or D[u, u] has at least one vertex in a P(Q)-bridge B then, 
the other path cannot have a uertex in B or P[~pt,j(B), tp(Q,(B)]. 
Proof. In the above proof we notice that any path that contains a vertex from 
P(Q)-bridge has sp(Q) (B) or tP(Q)(B). Since the paths are disjoint, the corollary is 
proved. 0 
Corollary 2. Neither of the two disjoint paths need to use nucleus of a P(Q)-bridge 
B unless, u is in the nucleus of a P(Q)-bridge. 
Proof. From the above corollary, we see that we can use P[~p(gj(B), tpcQ,(B)] instead 
of nucleus of the P(Q)-bridge. 0 
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From the above lemmas and corollaries its obvious that, the graph G can be 
assumed, without loss of generality, to contain the cycle (ambitus) C with only 
PQ-bridges and u, u lie in P, Q, respectively. 
Lemma 4. Let a, b, c, d be four vertices on C. Let a and b be on P and a is strictly to the 
left of b. Let c and d be on Q and c is strictly to the left of d. Then, no single PQ-bridge can 
contain both the disjoint paths, one from a to d and another from b to c. 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Let B be a bridge containing the disjoint paths, 
one from a to d and another from b to c. Without loss of generality assume that B is in 
the interior face bounded by C. Then the cycle C’ = PCs, a] * CC[a, d] * Q[d, s], 
where CC[a, d] is cross-cut hrough B from a to d, is a Jordan curve. Now, if there is 
a path from b to c lying in the interior region bounded by C, then form a subdivision of 
this path, if necessary, such that there is a vertex v inside C’. This, by Jordan curve 
theorem, contradicts the planarity of G. Also, note that the path cannot be in the 
exterior face because B is embedded inside. 0 
Thus, it is clear that no two subpaths, one of D[s, t] and another of D[u, v] are in 
a single PQ-bridge. They have to be alternating between PQ-bridges. Thus, it is trivial 
to see that TPP is FALSE if there is exactly one PQ-bridge for C. 
Now we give necessary and sufficient conditions for TPP to be TRUE. 
Theorem 1. TPP is TRUE i@ 
(1) there exists a pair of distinct vertices a, b on P such that a is strictly to the left of 
b as well as u and a cross-cut with a as one end vertex uses a PQ-bridge B1 such that 
tp(B1) is strictly to the right of u and a cross-cut with b as one end vertex uses B1 (B, 
different from B,) such that a and b cross-over (Fig. 2(a)), or 
(la) there exists a pair of vertices a, b on Q such that a is strictly to lef of b as well as 
v and the cross-cut with a as one end vertex uses a PQ-bridge B1 such that tP(B1) is 
strictly to the right of u and the cross-cut with b as one end vertex uses B2 (B2 dt@rent 
from B,) such that a and b cross-over (Fig. 2(b)), or 
(2) u is strictly under a PQ-bridge B1 and there is another PQ-bridge that has a vertex 
of attachment in P]sp(BI), tP(B1)[, or 
(2a) u is strictly under a PQ-bridge B1 and there is another PQ-bridge that has 
a vertex of attachment in PIso( ta(B1)[. 
Proof. It can be seen that conditions (1) and (la) are symmetric and so are (2) and (2a). 
Hence only conditions (1) and (2) are proved here. 
If part: If condition (1) is TRUE then, D[s, t] is PCs, a] * CC,[a, tp(B1)] * 
Q[ta(B1), t] and D[u, v] is P[u, b] * CC2 [b, to( * Q[to(B,), u], where CC1 and 
CC2 are cross-cuts through the bridges B1 and B2, respectively. If condition (2) is 
TRUE, then let the vertex of attachment of B2 is P]sp(B1, tP(BI)[ be c. Then the two 
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Fig. 2(a) and 2(b). 
disjoint paths are D[s, t] = PCs, sID(B1)] * CC1 [sp(B1), tp(B1)] * P[tP(B1), t] and 
D[U, u] = P[u, c] * CC2 [c, d] * Q [d, u], where d is any vertex of attachment of Bz 
on Q. 
Only if part: The proof is by contradiction. Assume there are two disjoint paths 
D [s, t] and D [u, u] without satisfying conditions (1) and (2). Since u, u are respectively 
in P, Q, there is a PQ-cross-cut in D [u, v]. Also, there is another cross-cut in D [s, t] as 
D[s, t] is disjoint from D[u, u]. Further, by Lemma 4 each of the cross-cuts use 
different bridges. To make things easy make the following changes to the paths. If 
there is a P(Q)-cross-cut in a path, say from a to b and if the other path does not have 
any vertex in P(Q)]a, b[ then replace that cross-cut by P(Q)[a, b]. It can be seen that 
these new paths are disjoint if original paths are disjoint. In the discussion to follow, 
we call them as D [s, t] and D [u, 01. Following are the possible cases depending on the 
positions of u and u. 
Case 1: u is strictly under a P-cross-cut of D [s, t] or u is strictly under a Q-cross-cut 
of D[s, t]. 
Case 2: 1.4 is not under a P-cross-cut of D[s, t] and u is not under a Q-cross-cut of 
DCs, tl. 
Case 1: Without loss of generality, assume that u is under a P-cross-cut. Let the 
cross-cut be CCpl [a, b]. By Lemma 4 there cannot be another cross-cut disjoint with 
CCpl [a, b] such that both these cross-cuts are in the same PQ-bridge. Therefore, if 
there is another path from u to u disjoint with that from s to t, then there are two 
vertices c and d such that c is strictly to the right of a and strictly to the left of 6 (on P) 
and d on Q such that CCpz[c, d] and CCpl [a, b] interlace. Further, these cross-cuts 
are in different bridges and hence condition (2) is satisfied - a contradiction. 
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Case 2: In this case there is a PQ-cross-cut 
(1) either from a vertex strictly to the left of u to a vertex strictly to the right of u, 
(2) or from a vertex strictly to the left of u to a vertex strictly to the right of u. 
Without loss of generality assume that D[s, t] contains a cross-cut from a vertex 
which is strictly to the left of u to a vertex strictly to the right of u. Consider the set 
CCpo of all the cross-cuts that satisfy this condition (in fact, this relation induces 
a partition on the set of all cross-cuts of G). Let C&[a, b] be a cross-cut in CCpo of 
D [s, t]. Now, there is another cross-cut CC,, [c, d] belonging to CC,,, of D [u, u] such 
that these cross-cuts interlace (by Lemma 4). If C&[c, d] is a PQ-cross-cut then 
condition (2) is satisfied - a contradiction. So assume that it is a P-cross-cut. Consider 
the set CCB defined as follows: 
(1) CCuv[c, d] is in CCp. 
(2) Any cross-cut that interlaces with a cross-cut in CCr is in CC*. 
(This is similar to the notion of block of P(Q)-bridges.) 
Notice that all bridges that contain these cross-cuts have their only vertex of 
attachment as b. Let ps and Pt be the two end vertices of a cross-cut in CCp. 
Let v’ = CCp u (P[p., p,]}. Let u, and ut be two end vertices in v’ which are 
respectively nearest to s and t in the path D[s, t]. Let u, and u, be similarly 
defined but with respect to D[u, u]. Notice o, and u, are distinct and all the 
four vertices are in v’. Moreover, one of these four vertices is in P]p,, p,[ and 
is different from a (otherwise there is no path from a vertex of v’ to a vertex in Q). 
Let this vertex be Di. This vertex is incident with a PQ-cross-cut CC1 [Vi, u,J, 
where uq is a vertex in Q. Otherwise ui or u, is not in P[ps, pJ which violates the 
property of ps or pt or, Vi is not one of u,, u,, u,, u, which is a contradiction. Further, it is 
easy to see ut is different from b. It is easy to see that this cross-cut is in CC,,. 
Therefore, there is another cross-cut in CC,,, CC,[x, y] that interlaces with this 
cross-cut. It is easy to see that either x or y together with uq satisfy condition (1) 
_ a contradiction. 
In the next section we give an algorithm for TPP on G. This is essentially to 
summarize the cases considered so far. 0 
3.3. Algorithm for TPP 
INPUT: A biconnected planar graph G. 
OUTPUT: A Boolean flag TPP which is set to TRUE iff there exists two disjoint 
paths D[s, t] and D[u, u] and the two paths if they exist. 
MODEL: CRCW PRAM. 
METHOD: 
(1) Find an s-t ambitus C and all the bridges with respect o C. 
(2) IF there is an s-t bridge THEN, 
(2a) IF observation (1) is satisfied THEN, 
(2al) return (TPP:= TRUE). Two paths are constructed as given there. 
(2a2) ELSE return (TPP:= FALSE). 
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(3) ELSE 
(4) IF u(u) is in the nucleus of a PQ-bridge THEN, 
(4a) return (TPP:= TRUE). Construct paths as given in cases (la) and (lb) of 
Section 3.2. 
(5) IF u(u) is in nucleus of a P-bridge. 
(5a) IF u(u) is in the nucleus of a P-bridge THEN, 
(5al) return (TPP:= TRUE). Construct paths as given in case (2a) of Section 3.2. 
(5b) IF u(u) is in the nucleus of a Q-bridge THEN 
(5bl) IF u(u) satisfy conditions given in Theorem 1 THEN construct he paths as 
in the proof of the Theorem 1. 
(5b2) ELSE return (TPP:= FALSE). 
(6) END. 
Proof of correctness. Obvious from the above lemmas. q 
Before we proceed with complexity analysis, we make a couple of observations 
which make the analysis simple. 
Observation 2. Let a, b, c, d be four vertices such that they are as given in Lemma 4. Let 
there be a PQ-cross-cut from a to d using the bridge B1 and anotherfrom b to c using Bz. 
Then there is a cross-cut between sp(B1) and t&B,) using B1, and another between 
tp(BZ) and so(Bz) using Bz. 
Proof. Obvious. Cl 
Observation 3. Let a, b, c, d be as in Observation 2. Then there is no vertex e, strictly to 
the left of a that can cross-over with a. 
Proof. Let f be a vertex to the right of d. Notice the cycle CC1 [a, d] * Q[d, c] * 
CC2[c, b] * P[b, a], where CC1 and CC2 are, respectively, cross-cuts through B1 and 
Bz, is a Jordan curve. This curve will partition the plane into two regions one 
containing e and another containing f: Thus, by Jordan curve theorem, if there is 
a cross-cut from e to f then, the graph is not planar. 0 
Complexity analysis. For each bridge B, maintain its label (indicate whether it is P or 
Q or PQ-bridge), its vertices, edges, all vertices of attachment and the four vertices 
spte,(B), tP&B). Without loss of generality we assume that the vertices in P and Q are 
stored in two different arrays. With this, it can be easily seen that all the steps, except 
step (5bl), in the algorithm can be easily implemented in O(logn) time using 
O(n/logn) processors. Now, we show how to implement the step (5bl) within the 
processor-time bound claimed. For that do the following. 
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Step 1: Let B be a bridge. If sp(B) is to the left of u and ta(B) is to the right of u then 
mark sp(B) and ta(B). Rank all marked vertices in P and denote the rank by RID(x), in 
the increasing order, as they occur in P from s to t. Do similar ranking to all the 
marked vertices in Q and denote it by &(y) for any marked vertex y. The rank of 
a cross-cut, using the bridge B, is a pair R&(B)), R&,(B))). If the ranks in the two 
coordinates are the same for all cross-cuts, then mark all vertices tp(B’) and sQ(B’) and 
unmark corresponding sp(B’) and tQ(B’) and do similar ranking for all the marked 
vertices. 
Step 2: Declare a cross-cut CC[sp(B), Q(B)] to be one of the two cross-cuts 
satisfying condition (1) of Theorem 1 iff the two coordinates in the rank of a cross-cut 
are different. 
We claim that this procedure detects one of the two cuts satisfying condition 
(1) of Theorem 1, if they exist. To prove this notice that, by Observation 2, for any 
bridge, it is sufficient to maintain (only) the vertices which are nearest o s and t in 
P and Q. Let B and B’ be any two arbitrary bridges such that the cross-cuts 
CCCSPU% fQ(@l and CC[x, y] use B and B’, respectively. Further, let the two 
cross-cuts atisfy condition (1) of Theorem 1 and sp(B) is to the left of u and to(B) to 
the right of u. 
(a) If tp(B’) is strictly to the right of sp(B) then, R&(B)) > Rp(sp(B)) else, 
(b) if tp(B’) is strictly to the left of sp(B) then, RQ(tQ(B)) < Rp(sp(B)). 
In fact the two coordinates in the rank of the cross-cut never differ by more than 1. 
Since there cannot be two cross-cuts (by Observation 3), one satisfying case (a) and 
another satisfying case(b), the step 2 in the above procedure correctly declares the one 
of the two cross-cuts, satisfying condition (1) of Theorem 1. Condition (la) can be 
similarly checked. Step 1 can be implemented as follows. If a vertex is marked give it 
a value 1 else, give it 0. Now find prefix sums on these values. The prefix sum at each 
marked vertex gives its rank. Since prefix sums can be found in O(logn) time 
using O(n/log n) processors [15], steps 1 and 2 can be implemented in O(log n) 
time using O(n/logn) processors. Also, the cross-cut interlacing with CC can be 
found in O(logn) time using O(n/log n) processors using standard techniques. 
Notice that a vertex can be under at most two bridges in a planar graph. Hence, 
condition (3) can be checked in O(logn) time using O(n/logn) processors. Also, 
if any one of the conditions in Theorem 1 is satisfied, then the paths D[s, t] and 
D[u, v], as given in the proof of Theorem 1 can be easily constructed as follows: 
the algorithm in [13] restricted to planar graphs will yield the disjoint paths in 
O(log n) time using O(n/log n) processors because of the results in [6]. We will also use 
the fact that the spanning tree of a planar graph can be constructed optimally in 
O(log n) time, using (n/log n) processors. Hence, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. The procedure TPP sets TPP to TRUE if both D[s, t] and D[u, v] exist 
andjinds them whenever they exist in O(log n) time. The processor count is bounded by 
that required for integer sorting in O(log n) time on a CRC W PRAM. 0 
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4. Algorithmic details of all-bidirectional-edges problem 
In this section, we show how to implement ABE problem on planar graphs as given 
in [19]. We will not give the details of the algorithm as they are available elsewhere 
WI* 
Lemma 5. A planar graph can be divided into triconnected components in O(log n) time, 
The number of processors is limited by that required to perform integer sorting in 
O(logn) time on a CRCW PRAM. 
Proof. From the results in [4-61 it is easy to see that this bound can be achieved. 0 
In [19] they reduce the ABE problem on G to the one on its triconnected 
components. The key subproblem is the case when both s and t are in a single 
triconnected component; other cases can be trivially handled in parallel. To solve this 
subproblem we have to solve the following problems: 
Problem 1. Contract the subpath between some marked pairs of vertices in P or Q. 
Problem 2. In a cycle C, report all the edges which are under interlacing bridges. We 
give parallel implementation for these problems below. 
Parallel implementation. 
Problem 1. Let there be k vertices (k = O(n)). Without loss of generality we assume 
that the vertices are stored in a linked list. Create a field for every vertex and set it to 
1 if it is marked else set it to zero. Rank the vertices in the list using any list ranking 
algorithm and find prefix sums on these values. Now, if prefix sums at ranks i and 
i + 1, 1 < i < k - 1 are same, then make vertex at rank i point to the vertex at rank 
i + 2. This recursively doubles at each step and thus can be implemented in O(log k) 
time using O(k/log k) processors. 
Problem 2. We mark all the vertices which are vertices of attachment of at least one 
bridge and order these vertices in a cyclic order, as they occur in C in clockwise order 
and store them in a circular list. This can be done by Problem 1. With each vertex v, in 
the circular list, we allot at most degree number of processors each storing a neighbor- 
ing vertex in each of the bridges in which v is contained. Of these vertices find the 
vertices with maximum and minimum value, say respectively max, and min, and store 
them in the processor allotted to v. Now each processor looks at both of its neighbors 
in the circular list, say u and w and find if CC(v, min,) interlaces with CC@, max,) or 
CC(w, max,) (or both), and mark all the vertices which are under the interlacing 
cross-cuts. It can be easily seen that this marking marks a vertex iff it is under 
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interlacing bridges. It can be seen that this can be implemented in O(log n) time with 
O(n/log n) processors using standard recursive doubling technique. 
Theorem 3. ABE problem can be solved on a biconnected planar graph in O(logn) time 
using O(n/log n) processors on a CRC W PRAM. 
5. Summary 
In this paper we gave simple optimal algorithm, running in O(logn) time for two 
path problem, on planar graphs without dividing the graph into triconnected compo- 
nents. Our algorithm exploits many interesting structural properties of bridges of 
biconnected planar graphs. We have also outlined an optimal parallel implementation 
of the algorithm presented in [19], running in O(logn) time, for ABE problem on 
planar graphs. 
6. Conclusions and open problems 
It is interesting to see if, extending this method, Kurtowski’s homeomorph can be 
detected in case the graph is not planar. The best solution known for finding 
Kurtowski’s homeomorph is nonoptimal [lo]. Also, it is interesting to see if 
this method can be extended in conjunction with connectivity algorithms to find 
disjoint paths between k, k > 2, pairs of vertices. We are presently working in this 
direction. 
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